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Enzymes are dynamic entities, and their dynamic properties are clearly
linked to their biological function. It follows that dynamics ought to play
an essential role in enzyme evolution. Indeed, a link between conformational
diversity and the emergence of new enzyme functionalities has been
recognized for many years. However, it is only recently that state-of-
the-art computational and experimental approaches are revealing the crucial
molecular details of this link. Specifically, evolutionary trajectories leading
to functional optimization for a given host environment or to the emergence
of a new function typically involve enriching catalytically competent con-
formations and/or the freezing out of non-competent conformations of
an enzyme. In some cases, these evolutionary changes are achieved
through distant mutations that shift the protein ensemble towards
productive conformations. Multifunctional intermediates in evolutionary
trajectories are probably multi-conformational, i.e. able to switch between
different overall conformations, each competent for a given function. Con-
formational diversity can assist the emergence of a completely new active
site through a single mutation by facilitating transition-state binding.
We propose that this mechanism may have played a role in the emergence
of enzymes at the primordial, progenote stage, where it was plausibly pro-
moted by high environmental temperatures and the possibility of additional
phenotypic mutations.

1. Introduction
From local bond vibrations to global conformational motions, enzymes are
dynamic entities, and their dynamical properties are clearly linked to their bio-
logical function [1]. The functional roles of such conformational changes
include, but are not limited to, the allosteric regulation of enzyme function
[2,3], motion necessary to access catalytically competent conformations [4],
order–disorder transitions that can be necessary to facilitate efficient chemistry
[5,6], and, in the case of catalytically promiscuous enzymes, conformational
changes that allow for the catalysis of multiple reactions in the same enzyme
[7,8]. The extent to which such functionally important conformational dynamics
play a role in promoting enzyme catalysis has been the topic of vigorous debate
[9–19]. Even more cryptic is the extent to which conformational diversity plays
a role in allowing for enzyme evolvability [20,21], either through the repurposing
of existing active sites, or through the emergence of completely new active sites
in old enzymes. The plausible role of conformational diversity in allowing for
functional plasticity was first put forward by James & Tawfik (figure 1) [21],
who argued that conformational fluctuations such as, for example, side chain
or loop dynamics, can lead one sequence to adopt multiple structures and mul-
tiple functions, some of which can interact with promiscuous ligands. These
conformations might be rare in the conformational ensemble of the wild-type
enzyme, but mutations can gradually shift the balance of populations such
that any of these alternative conformations becomes the dominant one in the
evolved enzymes, leading to a population shift towards favouring a new
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activity. In such a way, enzymes can vastly expand the func-
tional diversity of a comparatively limited repertoire of
sequences, thus allowing for completely new enzyme
functions to emerge on pre-existing scaffolds [20,21].

From a semantic perspective, it is important to emphasize
that these arguments are distinct and separate fromQ1 debates
about the role of enzyme dynamics in promoting the catalytic
activity of a given enzyme, which focus on the feasibility of
energy transfer from the conformational to the chemical coor-
dinates, as well as the extent to which non-equilibrium effects
can play a role in driving the chemistry [12,14,17]. In particu-
lar, as discussed in [19], protein flexibility and dynamics are
often discussed in terms of the different time scales associated
with conformational motions [22,23]. These time-scales range
from fast pico- to nanosecond motions that reflect local con-
formational fluctuations, as well as slower micro- to
millisecond (or even longer) motions that reflect global con-
formational changes. From an evolutionary perspective,
motions in any time scale can play a role in allowing for
new functions, as a native protein can be seen as an equili-
brium ensemble of conformations that are to some extent
related to each other, with mutations perturbing the equili-
brium between these different conformations (see also
[20,21]). As the conformational dynamics can change over
an evolutionary trajectory, these population shifts can be
‘lost’ in the fully evolved enzymes. Hence, a mechanism of
functional evolution based on the idea of conformational
flexibility/diversity is neither consistent nor inconsistent
with the idea of a ‘rigid’ evolved protein that populates sev-
eral closely related conformations capable of efficiently
catalysing the new function in an electrostatically pre-orga-
nized active site, and therefore these issues need to be
addressed separately. In addition, even in a fully evolved
enzyme, conformational pre-adaptation need not be com-
plete, and as we will illustrate in this work, evolved

enzymes may still retain sufficient flexibility to allow for
local cooperative rearrangements in response to different sub-
strates, which in turn would facilitate new enzyme functions.

Although still a young field, there have been several sub-
stantial advances because James and Tawfik initially
presented their ‘avant-garde’ view of conformational diver-
sity and enzyme evolution [21], focusing both on the role of
conformational dynamics in the evolution of new enzyme
functions [24–27], as well as how modulating an enzyme’s
dynamical properties allowed existing functions to emerge
on previously non-catalytic scaffolds [28,29]. There is also
increasing evidence that futile encounters and enzyme floppi-
ness have significant impact on modulating an enzyme’s
reaction rate [30]. This review will focus on two issues: (1)
the role of conformational dynamics in enzyme evolution,
and (2) the role of conformational dynamics in allowing
new functions to emerge either entirely de novo or through
the repurposing of previously existing binding or enzyme
functionalities. Taken together, a better understanding of
conformational diversity and enzyme evolution is critical
not just for advancing fundamental biochemical insights,
but also for allowing for the more efficient design of novel
enzymes with tailored physico-chemical properties.

2. The role of conformational dynamics/diversity
in enzyme evolution

The role of conformational dynamics in enzyme catalytic
cycles has been studied over many years using both compu-
tational and experimental approaches. Recent work on some
selected protein systems has more specifically addressed the
role of dynamics in enzyme evolution. As discussed below,
these studies are based to a substantial extent on the compari-
son between homologous proteins from different organisms,

major conformer/
native activity

minor conformer/
promiscuous activity

Figure 1. Illustrating the relationship between conformational dynamics and protein evolvability [20,21]. Proteins are conformationally dynamic, and can sample
multiple conformations, including a major conformer (the ‘native’ state) that interacts with the ligand (blue), as well as minor conformers that can interact with
promiscuous ligands and confer new activities to the enzyme. Conformational fluctuations, which can be both local or global in nature, lead to shifts between these
different conformational substates. The alternative ‘promiscuous’ states may only be rarely sampled in the wild-type enzyme; however, the incorporation of
mutations can gradually shift the equilibrium between these different states, until any of these alternate conformations becomes the dominant conformation
in the evolved enzymes, which leads to a shift in activity. This figure, which is adapted from Tokuriki & Tawfik [20], was originally published in [19], and is
reproduced with permission from Pabis et al. [19] and Tokuriki & Tawfik [20]. (Online version in colour.)
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and the analysis of evolutionary trajectories derived either
from laboratory evolution experiments, or inferred from
ancestral sequence reconstruction.

2.1. Dihydrofolate reductase
Dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) catalyses the NADPH-
assisted conversion of dihydrofolate (DHF) to tetrahydrofolate
(THF) via the hydride transfer reaction shown in figure 2a
[33]. In doing so, it fulfils several important functions
in vivo [34], involving both converting nutritional folates
into tetrahdyrofolates, and recycling DHF (which is in turn

facilitated by the catalytic action of thymidylate synthase,
the enzyme responsible for generating the nucleotide thymi-
dine). This enzyme is typically monomeric and
approximately 20 kDa in molecular weight [34], although,
depending on organism, it can also take other oligomeriza-
tion states [35]. It possesses a catalytically important mobile
loop, the Met20 loop (figure 2), that closes over the active
site during the chemical step of catalysis [34]. The compar-
ably small system size of DHFR makes this enzyme easily
tractable to both experimental and computational studies,
and the unusual temperature dependence of the kinetic iso-
tope effects for the hydride transfer reaction catalysed by
this enzyme [36,37] have made it an important model
system for studying tunnelling and dynamical effects in
enzyme catalysis [24,38–43].

In recent years, research focus has also shifted to under-
standing the role of conformational dynamics in the
evolution of DHFR activity in enzymes from different organ-
isms. Specifically, while the human (hDHFR) and E. coli
(EcDHFR) enzymes are structurally highly similar, they
have significant differences in their sequences, and the
associated reaction kinetics and rate-limiting steps under
physiological conditions [44–46]. Wright and co-workers
studied these enzymes using an integrative approach that
combined structural biology, mutagenesis, bioinformatics
and cell biology techniques, in order to explore the evolu-
tionary implications of the conformational dynamics of
the different enzymes in the DHFR enzyme family [42].
In the case of the well-studied EcDHFR, it is known that
the enzyme undergoes multiple conformational states of the
Met20 loop during the catalytic cycle, corresponding to
open, closed and occluded states [32]. For comparison, the
authors solved crystal structures of hDHFR at different
stages in the catalytic cycle, and demonstrated that, in con-
trast with EcDHFR, the corresponding loop in hDHFR
remains locked in a closed conformation throughout the cat-
alytic cycle [42]. In addition, the authors demonstrated that
the active site cleft of hDHFR is more compact than that of
EcDHFR when bound to the same ligands, leading the
authors to suggest that hDHFR is better pre-organized to
facilitate the hydride transfer reaction catalysed by this
enzyme. Finally, unlike EcDHFR, hDHFR did not show con-
formational fluctuations on the millisecond time scale,
suggesting that it uses either different motions or a different
mechanism to facilitate ligand flux, compared to that used by
EcDHFR. However, 15N relaxation dispersion experiments
demonstrated the presence of pervasive microsecond time-
scale motions in many regions of the human enzyme (at
rates ranging from approx. 15 000 to 30 000 s21), including
regions that line one edge of the active site, and thus may
play a role in ligand binding and release. In addition,
hDHFR was demonstrated to show much larger motions in
the hinges of the active-site cleft that most probably opens
to accommodate substrate than the corresponding motions
in EcDHFR. Through sequence comparison of all (at the
time) available DHFR sequences, the authors were able to
link three clear regions that were linked to the flexibility.
Finally, the authors’ analysis showed that despite the overall
structural similarity between human and E. coli DHFRs, the
two enzymes show highly divergent dynamical properties,
caused by evolutionary fine-tuning that can be plausibly
linked to why hDHFR is unable to function effectively in
the environment of an E. coli cell [42].

dihydrofolate

tetrahydrofolate

folate

NADP

M20 loop

NADP+

NADPH

DHFR

(b)

(a)

Figure 2. Dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR). (a) The DHFR-catalysed hydride
transfer reaction. (b) The structure of E. coli DHFR in complex with folate
and NADP cofactor, highlighting the mobile Met20 loop. The closed and
occluded (PDB [31] IDs: 1RX2 and 1RX4, respectively [32]) conformations
are shown in grey and blue, respectively.
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Kohen and Klinman have also performed a detailed
analysis of co-evolving residues in DHFR [24], as a model
system with which to probe the evolutionary aspects of
enzyme dynamics. Specifically, genetic analysis of the folA
gene, which codes for DHFR, has allowed for a series of
residues, spanning across the entire protein, and distant
from each other in both sequence and physical space, to be
identified as having co-evolved (i.e. they depended on each
other during evolution) [47]. Separate computer simulations
have suggested that these residues are also dynamically
coupled to each other [48–52]. In principle, these results
would indicate strong evolutionary pressure to preserve
protein dynamics related to the catalytic step of the reaction.
To test this hypothesis, both single and double mutants of
these co-evolving residues have been generated. These were
then studied using a broad range of kinetic methods, includ-
ing measurements of steady-state and pre-steady-state rate
constants (from both single turnover and burst experiments),
as well as both kinetic isotope effects (KIEobs) and intrinsic
kinetic isotope effects (KIEint), and the temperature depen-
dence of these kinetic isotope effects [36,37,53,54]. These
experiments indicated strong synergy in the effects of
mutations at Met42, Gly121 and Phe125 on the C-H! C
hydride transfer reaction catalysed by this enzyme [24].
However, in-depth analysis of the KIE suggested a more
complex picture, in which there existed indeed a functional
network of dynamics coupled to the chemical step catalysed
by DHFR, and that coupled residues with a functional role
are also co-evolving, but that not all co-evolving residues
necessarily affect the chemical step (they may have co-
evolved to maintain other functional properties such as
folding and solubility).

However, we note that, in a contrasting view, based on
extensive experimental work involving protein labelling
studies, Alleman and co-workers have argued that dynamic
coupling is in fact detrimental to catalysis by DHFR, and
by the mesophile EcDHFR [55]. By comparing DHFRs from
organisms that have adapted to survive at a wide range of
temperatures, the authors concluded that the dynamical
coupling has been minimized during evolution and is
rather a consequence of reorganizational motions that are
necessary to facilitate charge transfer effects. More recently,
by comparing the DHFRs from the moderate thermophile
Geobacillus stearothermophilius (GsDHFR) and the cold-
adapted Moritella profunda (MpDHFR), using both protein
labelling and hybrid QM/MM studies, the authors argued
instead for a need to minimize conformational dynamics by
optimizing the free-energy surface of the reaction, in order
to create a nearly static reaction-ready configuration of the
enzyme, with optimal electrostatic properties for efficient
catalysis of the hydride transfer reaction [56].

2.2. Glucose oxidase
Glucose oxidase (GOx) is an industrially important enzyme,
commonly used in manufacturing glucose biosensors for
diabetes control [57]. Further GOx applications are poten-
tially for logical circuits [58] and biofuel cells [59]. Finally,
GOx-based biofuel cells can in turn be engineered as small
batteries to power implantable medical devices such as car-
diac pacemakers, as was recently shown in several animal
studies [60,61]. Owing to the many commercial applications
of this enzyme, numerous directed evolution studies were

conducted to optimize features such as its catalytic activity,
stability or even oxygen independence [62–64].

We recently combined structural and computational work
to investigate one particular directed evolution trajectory,
which increased the catalytic activity of GOx by 2.6-fold [25].
Kinetic experiments and simulations of the GOx from
Aspergillus niger (AnGOx) have suggested the role of a key
active-site residue, His516, as a catalytic base (figure 3a)
[65,66]. However, analysis of the available crystal structures
indicated that this residue is in fact conformationally mobile,
with often poorly defined electron density (see e.g. PDB ID:
1GAL [67] or 1CF3 [68]). Interestingly, a catalytically favourable
conformation of the active-site histidine (henceforth denoted as
the ‘catalytic’ conformation) was observed in a related glucose
dehydrogenase from Aspergillus flavus (AfGDH), which was
crystallized in complex with D-glucono-1,5-lactone product
[69]. However, in the structure of the GOx from Penicillium
amagasakiense (PaGOx), His516 is observed in a different confor-
mation [68], in which its position geometrically prevents proton
abstraction from the substrate (henceforth denoted as the
‘non-catalytic’ conformation; figure 3a). Using enhanced-
sampling Hamiltonian replica exchange (HREX) and umbrella
sampling (US) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we
were able to track changes between the populations of the cat-
alytic and non-catalytic conformations over the evolutionary
trajectory [25] (figure 3b). Our simulations indicated that
while in the wild-type AnGOx both His516 conformations
are almost equally populated, the directed evolution exper-
iments significantly enriched the catalytic conformation
of His516, while making the non-catalytic conformation
energetically unfavourable.

Furthermore, we observed a general trend of increasing
coupling between conformational motions over the evol-
utionary trajectory. We note that the individual residues
can be either correlated (moving in the same direction),
anti-correlated (moving in opposite directions) or non-corre-
lated (motion not linked between them). Our simulations
show that during the laboratory evolution of AnGOx, there
was a gradual increase in both the number of residues per-
forming (anti)correlated motions, as well as the strength of
(anti)correlation between these residues (figure 3c and d ).
Interestingly, most of residues showing increased anti-corre-
lation were located on the secondary structures in the active
site, and in close proximity to the mutated residues during
the laboratory evolution. Such motions could represent the
breathing motions of the active site, through the synchro-
nized motion of different secondary structure features, as
well as of individual residues working together on stabilizing
the substrate in the active site.

2.3. 2-deoxyribose-5-phosphate aldolase
Coupled motions were also shown to be crucial for 2-deoxyr-
ibose-5-phosphate aldolase (DERA) activity [70]. DERA is a
type I aldolase with main activity in the pentose phosphate
pathway [71], catalysing C–C bond formation between acet-
aldehyde and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (G3P), as well as
the reversed retro-aldol cleavage of 2-deoxyribose-5-phos-
phate (dR5P) [72,73]. Escherichia coli DERA (EcDERA) uses
a (ba)8 triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) fold, where the sub-
strate forms a Schiff base with Lys167, and is among the most
efficient aldolases [74]. Its ability to catalyse the aldol conden-
sation reaction made DERA a popular enzyme for organic
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synthesis [75]. However, the absolute requirement of DERA
for phosphorylated substrates limits its substrate scope, and
therefore it is interesting to see if it is possible to use
enzyme engineering to break the absolute dependence of
this enzyme on phosphorylated substrates.

The phosphate moiety of the phosphorylated substrate
binds near the N-terminus of a-helix 8, carrying a partially
positive charge due to a helix dipole effect [76,77], at an aty-
pical phosphate-binding site including the residues Ser238
and Ser239 (figure 4a). To investigate how important the
phosphate-binding site actually is for the catalytic activity
of the enzyme, we took two approaches: (1) replacing the
two serine residues both individually and simultaneously
by proline, and (2) introducing another 11 substitutions at
each position using the NDT codon set. In the former case,
our objective with the replacements of Ser by Pro was to
both slightly adjust the position of the peptide backbone,
which would in turn affect both side-chain and backbone
interactions with the phosphate group of the substrate, as
well as using this backbone shift in order to slightly move
the N-terminal end of the associated helix, a-helix 8. Shifting
this helix would, in turn, decrease the proposed additional
contribution to the binding of the phosphate group by the
positive dipole moment of the helix [70]. We then analysed
the retro-aldolase activity of the resulting S238P, S239P and

S238P/S239P mutants towards dR5P, as well as assessing
the temperature dependence of the wild-type and S239P
variants of this enzyme [70].

From our experimental data, we observed that, in the case
of the S239P mutation, there was a negligible impact on kcat,
but a 100-fold increase in KM. However, substitutions at pos-
ition S238, in the case of the S238P and S238P/S239P variants,
completely inactivated the enzyme (kcat/KM values of less
than 0.1 s– 1 M– 1). Interestingly, however, having a serine at
this position appeared to not be an absolute necessity, as
some activity was maintained in an S238I/S239I double
mutant, albeit at 100-fold reduced catalytic efficiency (kcat/
KM) [70]. To explore the origins of this effect, we performed
molecular dynamics simulations, once again observing a
qualitative correlation between the loss of coupled motions
in the different engineered variants, and the experimentally
observed changes in catalytic activity (figure 4b). Analysis
of the overall flexibility of the enzyme in our simulations
also indicated that even the single point substitution of the
enzyme appeared to rigidify the overall dynamical behaviour
of the enzyme, an observation supported by our analysis
of the temperature dependence of the wild-type and S239P
variants, which showed a strong impact on the entropic con-
tribution to the thermodynamic parameters upon inserting a
proline at position 239 [70].
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Figure 3. The role of conformational diversity in catalysis by glucose oxidase (GOx). (a) A comparison of the catalytic versus non-catalytic conformations of His516.
(b) The relative free energies of the two His516 states in the wild-type enzyme and an engineered variant, A2, as a measure of the free energy for rotation around
the x2 dihedral angle of His516. The free energy profiles were obtained from umbrella sampling calculations, as described in [25]. (c) A comparison of dynamic
cross-correlation maps (DCCM) for wild-type GOx and the A2 variant, with the regions with the highest discrimination highlighted with rectangles. (d ) The cumu-
lative data from the DCCM plots shown on a per-residue basis, with the positions of key mutations highlighted with X, and that of His516 with w. The figure is
modified with permission from figures originally published in [25].
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In our subsequent work on DERA [78], we investigated
the conformational sampling of the intrinsically disordered
C-terminal tail. Specifically, further NMR experiments have
shown that the same phosphate-binding motif is located on
the intrinsically disordered C-terminal tail of DERA, which
has not been resolved in any of the currently available crystal
structures due to its high flexibility [78]. Notably, mutating
the last C-terminal residue, Tyr259, into a phenylalanine,
has an adverse effect on catalysis, reducing the turnover
number by two orders of magnitude [74,78]. It was, therefore,
assumed that the C-terminal tail could protrude into the
active site (figure 4c), where it would have a direct impact
on the chemical step. A combined NMR and MD study pro-
vided the first conclusive evidence that the C-terminal tail is,
in fact, in an equilibrium between open and closed states,
where the open states are quite diverse in conformation and
much more populated than the closed state, where Y259
enters the active site and coordinates the phosphate moiety
[78]. Furthermore, the nuclear overhauser effect (NOE) sig-
nals, used to solve the structure of the closed state, agree
very well with the contacts observed in the closed state
obtained from HREX-MD simulations. In such a state,
Tyr259 is located close enough to the Schiff-base-forming
Lys167 residue and could potentially serve in either stabiliz-
ing the transition state structure, or actively participating in
the proton abstraction step.

2.4. Retro-aldolases
The importance of conformational dynamics for the evolution
of enzyme activity was also showcased using MD simu-
lations of a range of engineered retro-aldolases (RAs) [26].
Recently, several RAs were designed de novo to break the

C–C bond in unnatural substrate 4-hydroxy-4-(6-methoxy-
2-naphthyl)-2-butanone (methodol) [79,80]. In the design
process, several possible catalytic mechanisms were con-
sidered, and the necessary catalytic site was designed based
on the proposed mechanistic requirements and ported into
several protein scaffolds. The most active designs had kcat/
kuncat values on the orders up to 105 [81]. In the case of
RA95, further directed evolution of the original design
increased the activity by another 6 orders of magnitude
over 19 rounds of directed evolution, and with the mutations
at 23 different amino acid positions (figure 5) [82,83]. Osuna
and co-workers studied the evolutionary trajectory of
RA95, where many new mutations were located far away
from the active site, yet they still had positive impact on the
catalytic turnover [26].

Introducing the first six mutations into the scaffold (i.e. the
so-called RA95.5 mutant) increased the catalytic efficiency
more than 90 times (figure 5), and introduced a Lys residue
at position 83, which replaced the in silico designed Lys210
as the Schiff base. After six more mutations (i.e. RA95.5–5
variant), the Schiff-base intermediate formed with Lys83 is
not perfectly positioned for catalysis, which remains the case
even after the insertion of five more mutations (i.e. RA95.5-8
variant, 13 rounds of directed evolution), where the catalytic
efficiency of the evolved enzyme is 100 times higher than in
the RA95.5 variant [82]. Finally, after yet another 13 mutations
(i.e. 23 mutations in total compared to the starting point) and 6
additional rounds of directed evolution, the RA95.5-8F variant
had a suitably pre-organized active site for catalysing the
retro-aldol reaction, and with a kcat of 10.8 s– 1, it reaches
the catalytic proficiency of natural (retro)-aldolases such as
DERA [83]. Interestingly, in parallel with the evolution of
the active site in RA95, it was observed that less than half of
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Figure 4. The role of correlated motions and conformational sampling in catalysis by 2-deoxyribose-5-phosphate aldolase (DERA). (a) An overview of the overall
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the 23 mutations introduced during the directed evolution
were located at positions that were distant from the active
site, indicating that their impact is rather to influence the over-
all evolution of conformational dynamics of the enzyme. In
particular, the conformational dynamics of flexible loops on
the catalytic face of the TIM-barrel fold were affected by
mutations, as shown by MD simulations [26]. Over the evol-
utionary trajectory of RA95, these loops were observed to
become substantially more rigid, while the overall enzymes
themselves gained increased thermostability [26,83]. Simul-
taneously, while the original RA95 enzyme barely sampled
the catalytically favourable conformations of the active site,
the highly evolved variants were mostly pre-organized,
sampling almost exclusively the catalytically favourable
states of the enzyme [26].

2.5. b-lactamases
Conformational dynamics appears to play an important role
in the evolution and enhancement of b-lactamase activity in
both modern and ancient b-lactamases [84]. These enzymes
have been the focus of substantial experimental and compu-
tational research effort due to their ability to break down
b-lactam antibiotics, and the associated implications for the
development of antibiotic resistance [85–95]. In particular,

as global structural features appear to be conserved over
large spans of evolutionary time [84], it is non-trivial to use
simply structural comparisons to rationalize the origins of
the large observed changes in activity. Bowman and co-
workers have used Markov state models (MSMs) [96,97] in
order to construct maps of the conformational ensembles
adopted by variants of the modern TEM b-lactamase [98],
in order to explore the extent to which the conformational
diversity of this enzyme can play a role in modulating
activity. These MSMs allowed for the identification of
‘hidden’ conformational states that appear to be functionally
relevant in determining specificity but are not visible from
static crystal structures. This was coupled with ‘Boltzmann
docking’, an ensemble docking approach that can approxi-
mate the relative binding affinity of a compound by
calculating the ensemble-average score for the binding affi-
nity across a set of structural states that have each been
weighted by their equilibrium probability. The simulations
were used to target TEM’s ability to degrade the cephalos-
porin antibiotic cefotaxime, and were then combined with
both in vitro and in vivo experimental validation of the activi-
ties of novel TEM variants selected for their ability to stabilize
different hidden ‘cefotaxime states’ (i.e. conformational states
that are favourable for the degradation of cefotaxime). The
combined experimental and computational work suggested
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a correlation between the increased cefotaxime-degrading
ability of the variants and the increased rigidity of the V-
loop of TEM in the designed variants [98].

Similarly, Cortina and Kasson extracted positional
mutation information from multiple microsecond time-scale
molecular dynamics simulations in order to predict putative
coupling between residues in another modern b-lactamase,
CTX-M9, and the catalytic activity of the enzyme [99]. The
simulations indicated that the motions of the bound drug
and the motions of the protein as a whole are relatively
decoupled. However, the use of an excess mutual infor-
mation metric allowed the authors to predict 31 residues
that appear to be important for the degradation of cefotaxime
by this enzyme. Mutations at nine of these residues had
been subjected to prior experimental testing, and a further
16 mutations (eight high-scoring mutations and eight low--
scoring controls) were tested in bacteria alongside the
computational work [99]. Of these, it was demonstrated that
all nine previously tested mutants, and six out of the eight
new prospective mutations, were able to increase the cefotax-
ime resistance by greater than twofold. This indicates that
conformationally coupled residues can be used to modulate
enzymatic activity, in this case as applied to understanding
drug resistance. In a follow-up study of CTX-M9 [100],
Kasson and co-workers used molecular dynamics simulations
to predict allosteric mutants that increase the ability of CTX-
M9 to degrade antibiotics (and thus its drug resistance), fol-
lowed by experimental testing of the top computationally
predicted mutants across multiple antibiotics. This was then
combined with structural work, which showed that, interest-
ingly, despite clear changes in catalytic rate and efficiency
upon mutations, very little structural changes are observed
in the mutant crystal structures, pointing at changes in the
conformational ensemble of residues stabilizing the acyl-
enzyme intermediate form during the hydrolysis of the
antibiotics playing a role in mediating the observed changes
in activity. The postulated changes were then explored using
machine-learning analysis to identify the key changes to the
conformational ensemble of the binding pocket during the
hydrolysis step.

While these studies have focused primarily on modern
b-lactamases, a computational study by Ozkan, Sanchez-
Ruiz and co-workers focused on analysing the evolution of
conformational dynamics in the transition from ancestral to
modern b-lactamases [101]. Specifically, this study compared
resurrected proteins corresponding to 2- to 3-Gy-old Precam-
brian nodes in the evolution of Class A b-lactamases, to the
modern TEM-1 lactamase, which is known to be a compara-
tively rigid enzyme. It should be noted that the ancestral
lactamases were experimentally characterized and demon-
strated to be able to promiscuously catalyse the degradation
of a range of antibiotics with activity levels that are similar
to those of the average modern enzyme [84]. A combination
of molecular dynamics simulations [101], with analysis
through the ‘Dynamic Flexibility Index’ [102] (an approach
which allows for the quantification of the contribution of
each position in a protein to functionally related dynamics)
showed clear changes in the conformational dynamics of
the enzyme across evolutionary time. That is, while the
active site of the modern lactamase was shown to be com-
paratively rigid, the ancestral lactamases showed much
greater flexibility, in particular, in residues near the active
site of the enzyme. Further principal component analysis of

the conformational dynamics of these enzymes demonstra-
ted that the ancestral b-lactamases form a cluster that is
distinct from the more rigid modern TEM-1 lactamase [101].
An unrelated study by Vila and co-workers [103] employed
NMR spectroscopy in order to explore the intrinsic dynamic
features of different variants of a metallo-b-lactamase,
metallo-b-lactamase II (BcII). The authors focus on the wild-
type enzymes as well as three variants with expanded sub-
strate scope obtained during a directed evolution trajectory
and demonstrated that the enzyme has optimized the micro-
to-millisecond time-scale dynamics along the evolutionary
trajectory, and that the effect of individual mutations on the
dynamics is epistatic. Therefore, the authors demonstrate
that such conformational dynamics is an evolvable trait, and
thus that proteins endowed with more dynamic active sites
are also probably more evolvable [103]. Taken together,
these studies show a clear role for conformational dynamics
and coupled motions in modulating the evolution of existing
enzyme functions, and in §3 we will also discuss how the
conformational dynamics of ancestral b-lactamases can be
manipulated for the generation of a de novo active site capable
of proficiently catalysing a non-natural reaction [104].

3. The role of conformational dynamics/diversity
in the emergence of new enzymes

Our main focus up until this section has been on studies
that help unravel the role of conformational dynamics in
modulating and/or enhancing already existing activities
in an enzyme. A related question to this is how conforma-
tional dynamics can modulate the acquisition of new
activities in existing active or binding sites, for example,
through the acquisition of additional promiscuous catalytic
activities, or the emergence of completely new activities on
scaffolds that were previously non-catalytic. These scenarios
have different biophysical and evolutionary implications
and are therefore discussed below in separate sections.

3.1. The emergence of new enzymes from previously
existing enzyme functionalities

It is widely accepted that most modern enzyme activities
have arisen from previously existing functionalities through
evolutionary processes that probably involved gene dupli-
cation. In the simplest model [105,106], one copy of the
gene maintains the ‘old’ functionality, while the other copy
evolves towards the new functionality. At the molecular
level, this would involve the evolutionary adaptation of an
already existing enzyme active site for the new enzyme func-
tion with the generation of a multifunctional enzyme as a
necessary intermediate step. In this context, the acquisition
of promiscuous activities in enzymes that catalyse phosphate
hydrolysis has been an important model system for historical
reasons [107–109], as well as the fact that many phosphatases
are catalytic promiscuous [107]. From a computational per-
spective, we have extensively studied the drivers for
selectivity and the emergence of promiscuous activities
both among members of the alkaline phosphatase superfam-
ily [110–112], as well as among organophosphate hydrolases.
These enzymes have evolved the ability to promiscuously
hydrolyse organophosphate nerve agents and pesticides,
and have usually evolved from enzymes that catalyse lactone
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hydrolysis or related reactions [113–115]. This work, which
has been reviewed in detail in e.g. [116–119], points to the
importance of both ‘electrostatic flexibility’ (in terms of the
cooperative behaviour of the individual amino acid side
chains), as well as harnessing conformational motions such
as loop closure in order to facilitate the sequestration of sol-
vent from the active site, as major drivers in allowing for
these enzymes to gain new activities.

In most cases, however, the specific historical events that
led to the emergence of modern enzymes are not known in
detail. Here, laboratory evolution provides a valuable tool
with which to obtain detailed molecular characterization of
the emergence of a new enzyme function, because the inter-
mediate protein states along the evolutionary trajectory will
then be known, and can be subject to biophysical characteriz-
ation. A particularly informative example of this approach is
discussed below in some detail.

Tawfik and co-workers [120] have evolved an efficient
arylesterase (capable of hydrolysing the C-O bond in
2-naphthyl hexanoate) from a naturally occurring phospho-
triesterase (capable of hydrolysing the P–O bond in the
pesticide paraoxon) that displayed a low, promiscuous level
of arylesterase activity (figure 6). The first two rounds of
directed evolution on this enzyme led to an increase of
about 3 orders of magnitude in arylesterase activity,
accompanied by a moderate decrease in the paraoxonase
activity, thus leading to a multifunctional enzyme. In a
hypothetical natural evolution scenario, in which both activi-
ties would contribute to organismal fitness, gene duplication
at this stage would allow for the evolution of two different

enzymes, each specialized in one function. In the laboratory
evolution experiment, however, the selection for the new
function in subsequent rounds increased the arylesterase
activity in a more gradual manner and with a trade-off
with the old function stronger than that observed in the
first rounds, finally resulting in an efficient arylesterase
with a low level of paraoxon degradation activity. This ary-
lesterase included 18 mutations with respect to the
phosphotriesterase background of which only four were
located in the active site (figure 6b).

More recently, Tokuriki, Jackson and co-workers have
performed structural characterization of several protein
states along this directed evolution trajectory [28]. As a
result, a clear picture of the role of dynamics in the evolu-
tion of the new function is available. In particular, this
work very clearly highlights the importance of conformation-
al dynamics in the evolution of new enzyme functions, and
emphasizes that such changes in function can be achieved
through enriching pre-existing conformational substates, as
in the previously discussed example of GOx [25]. Specifically:

‘Residues that are crucial for the emergence of a new cat-
alytic function may initially appear as ensembles of several
conformations of which many are non-productive. Substan-
tial levels of activity may, therefore, require subsequent
mutations to shift the ensemble towards productive confor-
mations (and eliminate the non-productive ones)’. In the
example of the evolution of a phosphotriesterase to an ary-
lesterase, this is most clearly illustrated by the active-site
residue at position 254. The H254R mutation appears very
early in the laboratory evolution trajectory and provides a
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wavy lines indicate the bond to be cleaved. (b) The structure of the evolved enzyme in complex with the transition state analogue (18 rounds of directed evolution,
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critical interaction for the new activity, as the arginine at
position 254 can form a cation-p interaction with the
naphthyl leaving group. Still, X-ray crystallography
showed that Arg254 can adopt two conformations, ‘open’
and ‘bent’. Both conformations are compatible with the
‘old’ (phosphotriesterase) activity, but only the bent rotamer
is catalytically productive for the new function, because the
extended rotamer causes a steric clash with the arylester
substrate. In fact, mutations that shifted the conformational
ensemble of Arg254 towards the bent conformation did
occur along the evolutionary trajectory. For example, a
D233E mutation substantially enhanced the new function
by stabilizing the bent conformation of Arg254 through
the formation of a salt bridge.

‘Some conformational fluctuations that are relevant for
the old function may be irrelevant or even detrimental for
the new function. Consequently, mutations that restrict the
original fluctuations and eliminate unproductive confor-
mations will occur along the evolutionary trajectory leading
to the new function’. In the example of the evolution of a
phosphotriesterase to an arylesterase, this is most clearly
illustrated by the changing of the dynamics of the active-
site loop, loop 7. This loop can, in principle, populate open
and closed conformations. The closed conformation creates
a catalytically competent cavity in which the reaction can
take place. Still, the rate of original phosphotriesterase func-
tion is limited by-product release, which requires the
opening of the loop. Therefore, fluctuation between the two
conformations is essential (and rate-limiting) for the original
activity [121]. However, it is not required for the new aryles-
terase activity. In fact, some of the mutations that
accumulated over the evolutionary trajectory that leads to
the arylesterase function (specifically L271F, L272M, F306I,
I313F) generated hydrophobic contacts that stabilized the
closed conformation of loop 7 [28].

‘Mutations that are to varying degrees distant from the
active site may play a role in the emergence of the new func-
tion’. It is clear from the two preceding paragraphs that the
mere presence of suitable catalytic groups in the active site
does not guarantee substantial levels of the new activity,
because these groups may be sampling mostly conformations
that are not catalytically competent. Additional mutations
outside the active site may be required to ‘freeze-out’
unproductive conformations. These may be ‘second-shell’
mutations that introduce direct interactions with active-site
residues in the ‘correct’ conformationQ2 , as in the examples dis-
cussed above, but they may also be mutations at more distant
positions that shift the protein ensemble towards confor-
mations that can interact favourably with the substrate and
the transition state. Indeed, the fact that amino acid residues
can promote catalysis through interaction with the groups
directly involved in the catalytic mechanism has been
known for some time [122], and more recent analyses have
shown that active-site residues induce gradients of evolution-
ary conservation that extend far beyond the active-site region
[123]. In addition, stabilizing mutations, which can occur in
any part of the molecule, may be required to compensate
the destabilizing effect of many functional active-site
mutations, although this case would not be directly linked
to the dynamics.

‘Multifunctional intermediates involved in the emergence
of a new function are likely to be multi-conformational’. Mul-
tifunctional ancestor enzymes were probably involved in the

emergence of most modern enzyme functionalities [124],
because this would avoid functional trade-offs and the conco-
mitant detrimental effects if both the old and the new
functions contribute to organismal fitness. Even when they
can be accommodated in the same active site, two different
functions will probably have incompatible molecular require-
ments in terms of active shape architecture, rotameric states
of crucial residues etc. Therefore, the presence of two differ-
ent enzyme functions in the same active site requires that
the protein can switch between at least two different confor-
mations, each competent for one of the functions. This is
indeed observed in the bi-functional intermediates involved
in the laboratory evolution of a phosphotriesterase into an
arylesterase [28]. More generally, the fact that a protein mol-
ecule can switch between two different conformations should
not come as a surprise given that a single mutation has been
shown to completely change the overall three-dimensional
structure for some designed sequences [125,126]. Such struc-
ture bistability may have played a relevant role in protein
evolution [127,128].

It is clear overall, that, in many cases, conformational
diversity is the key to the multifunctional characters of inter-
mediate (ancestral) stages in the emergence of a new
function. In the specific example of the phosphotriesterase
to arylesterase evolution [28] discussed here, the relevant
conformational diversity involved large fluctuations in side-
chain and loop conformations, and was therefore apparent
even at the level of the X-ray crystallography. In other
cases, of course, subtler conformational effects may be
involved that may not be trivial to detect without the help
of extensive integrated biochemical, structural and dynamical
analysis, using both computational tools as well as exper-
imental tools such as NMR.

3.2. The emergence of new enzymes through the
functionalization of binding sites

Molecular mechanisms for active-site refitting certainly exist,
and are beginning to be understood owing to recent exper-
imental and computational work. We have described these
advances in the preceding sections of this review. However,
a new enzyme can also emerge from the functionalization
of a previously existing binding site, through an evolutionary
process that does not involve a multifunctional enzyme
ancestor. This mechanism is unlikely to be prevalent; that
is, it is expected to be the exception, while the rule is expected
to be the emergence of new enzymes from previously existing
functionalities. Note that there is an enormous diversity of
natural enzymes and that, at least in principle, all natural
enzymes can evolve to (or be repurposed for) new function-
alities. On the other hand, the number of proteins that bind
small ligands and that are suitable as scaffolds for the gener-
ation of new functions (periplasmic binding proteins, for
instance) appears to be more limited [129]. Still, very recent
work (discussed below) on the evolutionary functionaliza-
tion of binding sites provides important clues as to the role
of conformational flexibility/diversity and epistasis in the
emergence of new enzyme functions.

Jackson and co-workers [130] have used ancestral protein
resurrection to show how the enzyme cyclohexadienyl dehy-
dratase (CDT) evolved from a cationic amino acid-binding
protein of the solute-binding protein superfamily. The
authors demonstrated that the emergence and optimization
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of the catalytic activity involved the incorporation of a desol-
vated general acid into the active site, which allowed for the
functionally relevant chemistry to occur, as well as active-site
reshaping, in order to facilitate complementarity between the
enzyme and the substrate. Subsequent gains in catalytic
activity were facilitated by the introduction of hydrogen-
bonding networks that positioned the catalytic residues pre-
cisely in an electrostatically pre-organized environment, as
well as remote substitutions that dampened the sampling of
non-catalytic conformations. In fact, the modulation of con-
formational diversity along the evolutionary trajectory that
leads to the new enzyme is essential in this case because:
(i) solute-binding proteins rely on an equilibrium between
closed and open conformations to regulate binding affinity
and the rate of solute transport; (ii) enzyme catalysis relies
on active site pre-organization and reduction of unproductive
conformational sampling. Indeed, it is the closed confor-
mation that is catalytically competent in CDT, while it is
the open conformation that is favoured in the non-ligated
forms of the reconstructed ancestral solute-binding proteins.
Therefore, a large shift in the protein conformational ensem-
ble is unescapably linked to the emergence of the new
enzyme function.

In a related study [29], we combined ancestral protein res-
urrection, laboratory evolution, X-ray crystallography, NMR
and MD simulations, in order to explore the evolutionary
emergence of chalcone isomerase activity on a previously
non-catalytic protein scaffold. This activity, which is key in
plant flavonoid biosynthesis, was presumed to have evolved
from a non-enzymatic ancestor of the fatty-acid binding pro-
teins and a plant family devoid of isomerase activity.
Remarkably, the binding site of the resurrected ancestors
included the catalytic groups that are known to be respon-
sible for the catalysis in the modern chalcone isomerasesQ3
and yet these ancestral proteins were inactive. Emergence of
activity along the evolutionary trajectories that led to the
modern enzymes could be linked to subtle rearrangements

of active-site residues with a concomitant substrate reposi-
tioning and to changes in the conformational ensemble of
the catalytic arginine at position 34. Indeed, a consistent
change in rotamer population was found to accompany the
emergence of isomerase activity, as shown by NMR and
MD simulations. As noted in refs. [29,130], these results
have general implications for enzyme engineering as they
highlight that placing catalytic residues in a cavity without
taking into account dynamics is likely to lead to poor
enzymes.

One of the observations we found most remarkable in [29]
is that many founder mutations and subsequent trajectories
can lead to the modern chalcone isomerase enzymes. This
indicates a smooth evolutionary landscape and a limited
impact from epistasis. This surprising result is in contrast
with many previous studies that show strong epistasis in
protein evolution. Still, it is not without precedent. Atomic
force microscopy mechanochemistry experiments on the
reduction of disulphide bridges catalysed by E. coli thiore-
doxin [131] have revealed two distinct catalytic mechanisms
that are each favoured in different ranges of the applied
force. They use the same catalytic residues and appear to
differ mainly in the orientation of the substrate bound in the
active site. Remarkably, the mechanism favoured at high
force was shown to occur only in thioredoxins from bacteria
[132], while it was found to be absent in eukaryotic thioredox-
ins, a difference that was linked to the evolution of the binding
groove Q4. Still, it was later found [133] that just a few mutations
could cause E. coli thioredoxin to behave as a eukaryotic thior-
edoxin in terms of the force dependence of catalysis (i.e. low
rate at high forces). Furthermore, the variants of a combina-
torial library of a few conservative mutations derived from
the statistical analysis of sequence alignments were found
to fully span the range of thioredoxin mechanochemistry,
from the bacterial behaviour to the eukaryotic behaviour
(figure 7). This obviously suggests the existence of many
evolutionary paths connecting the two regimes.
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Figure 7. Atomic force microscopy mechanochemistry experiments on the reduction of disulphide groups catalysed by thioredoxin. (a) Rates of disulphide reduction
determined at low and high applied force for several thioredoxins from bacterial (blue) and eukaryotic (red) origin. The plot also includes data (green) for 23 variants
of E. coli thioredoxin, taken from a combinatorial library of conservative mutations derived from statistical analyses of the sequence alignment. These variants span
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Plots of reduction rate versus applied force for E. coli thioredoxin and one of its variants (trx*). This variant includes 8 mutations and shows clear eukaryotic
behaviour, with a depressed contribution of the chemical SN2 mechanism prevalent in bacterial thioredoxins. This research was originally published in [133].
& the Biochemical Society.
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In the light of the studies described above, it appears that
the evolution of a new function could occur with little epista-
sis when crucial active-site residues are already present, and
that the emergence of new functions relies mostly on confor-
mational shifts. This proposal is supported by the fact that the
limited impact of epistasis can be explained in this case by a
simple and, we believe, convincing mechanism. Recent work
has shown that mutational effects on protein stability are evo-
lutionarily conserved to a substantial extentQ5 [134,135]. Several
plausible molecular mechanisms actually justify such conser-
vation even among relatively distant homologues, as we have
discussed in some detail [135]. It follows that the effect of a
given mutation on stability may be, at least qualitatively,
independent of the previous mutational background. There-
fore, stability effects of mutations are likely to show limited
epistasis except, of course, when the cumulative effect of
destabilizing mutations violates the marginal stability
threshold of the protein [136,137]. The essential point to
note here is that evolutionarily shifts of protein conformation-
al ensembles are mediated byQ6 mutational effects on the
relative stabilities of the different conformations of the ensem-
ble. It follows that, in some cases at least, limited epistasis
could allow for the existence of many different mutational
trajectories for these conformational transformations.

3.3. The de novo evolution of new enzyme functions
Unless we accept some form of panspermia as a plausible
explanation for the origin of life on Earth, it would be clearly
absurd to assume that all enzymes that have existed during
the history of life in this planet descended from previously
existing enzymes or binding functionalities. In fact, upon
ruling out panspermia, it becomes inescapable to accept
that completely new enzyme functionalities (i.e. completely
new enzyme active sites) emerged de novo at some very
early stage of evolution on Earth. Several estimates of the
gene content in the last universal common ancestor (LUCA)
support the theory that a wide diversity of complex enzymes
already existed in the LUCA [138,139]. Consequently, the de
novo emergence of completely new enzyme active sites must
have occurred at an even earlier stage. An interesting
(although certainly speculative) scenario assumes that
amino acids and polypeptides originally served as cofactors
of ribozymes in a primordial RNA world [140] and that, at
some point, very early proteins developed, perhaps through
the assembly of short polypeptides [141], and acquired the
capability to catalyse ‘useful’ chemical reactions, eventually
replacing the (less efficient) RNA enzymes as catalysts for
most of the chemical reactions of life.

Regardless of the specific scenario, the presence of com-
plex enzymes already in LUCA suggests that efficient
mechanisms for the de novo emergence of protein-based
enzymes must exist or, at least, that they must have existed
at a primordial stage. One simple pathway towards a new
enzyme functionality could be provided by the recruitment
of a catalytic metal ion [142]. However, by no means are all
enzymes metalloenzymes. Indeed, it is believed that ‘only’
about 30% of them are [143,144]. We must consider, therefore,
the generation of new enzyme functionalities through
mutations on non-catalytic protein scaffolds. Certainly, little
is known about how these kinds of mutation-based evol-
utionary mechanisms occur in vivo, but we can perhaps
derive some clues from the attempts of protein engineers to

rationally design completely new active sites. Of particular
relevance in this context are the several (successful) attempts
at the design of de novo enzymes on the basis of the Rosetta
suite of computational modelling reported by Baker’s group
[79,145–147]. We briefly describe some of these efforts below.

The Rosetta-based approach is best illustrated with the
Kemp elimination of 5-nitrobenzioxazole to yield the corre-
sponding o-cyanophenolate ion. This reaction is a simple (and
activated) model of proton abstraction from carbon, a funda-
mental process in chemistry and biochemistry, and has been
used as a benchmark for computational enzyme design. To
design a Kemp-eliminase, Baker, Tawfik and colleagues [145]
used (i) quantum mechanical calculations to create an idealized
active site having an optimal interaction with the transition
state; (ii) RosettaMatch to search for constellations of backbone
positions capable of supporting the idealized active site in a set
of 87 protein scaffolds; (iii) computational optimization and
active site redesign. They experimentally tested 59 designs
(requiring 10–20 amino acid replacements) and found detect-
able Kemp-eliminase activity in eight designs, with the best
variant displaying a catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM) of
163 M21 s21. This appears to be a rather low value when com-
pared with the catalytic efficiency of a modern average enzyme
which is around 10 000 M21 s21 [148].

The Rosetta design approach has been applied to other
cases with similar results in terms of design efficiency. The
Diels-Alder reaction is a concerted pericyclic reaction of
fundamental importance in synthetic organic chemistry. To
design a Diels-alderase [146], 207 scaffolds were considered
as possible backgrounds for new active-site generation, 84
designs were selected for experimental characterization and
only two of them (including 13 and 14 mutations) were
reported to display Diels-Alderase activity. Likewise, in
another work [147] 214 protein scaffolds were chosen as can-
didates to accommodate a new active site for ester hydrolysis,
55 designs were selected for experimental analysis and only
four (including 9, 11, 13 and 20 mutations) were reported
to show significant activity in the burst phase. For the
design of a retro-aldolase enzyme, 72 designs with 8–20
amino acid changes in 10 different scaffolds were selected,
and 32 of them showed detectable retro-aldolase activity [79].

The studies summarized above are certainly ground-
breaking from a protein-engineering point of view, but raise
also intriguing issues in an evolutionary context, because
they seem to imply that the emergence of completely new
enzyme functionalities (i.e. completely new active sites) is
scarcely possible. This message is conveyed not only by the
rather low design success rates reported, but also by the
very large number of mutations required to achieve the
new functionalities (within the 8–20 range). Natural selection
can efficiently drive the amplification of an existing function
through the accumulation of function-enhancing mutations,
provided, of course, that this process confers a survival
advantage. On the other hand, natural selection cannot act
on a function before this function has emerged. Conse-
quently, the evolutionary emergence of a new function
becomes highly unlikely if it requires the simultaneous occur-
rence of a large number of mutations. In this case, the
selective advantage would only appear when the complete
set of function-related mutations is present and no survival-
related factor would select the few mutational trajectories
that lead to this set from the astronomically large number
of all possible mutational trajectories. Clearly, therefore, the
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best scenario for the evolutionary emergence of a new
enzyme functionality is that significant activity levels are gen-
erated through a single mutation, so that natural selection can
immediately drive the enhancement of the new function. The
interest in this possibility has led to several recent attempts to
apply minimalist approaches to the design of de novo active
sites. We describe some of these efforts below.

Korendovych, DeGrado and co-workers [149,150] have
shown that the introduction of just one reactive residue in
the hydrophobic cavity of the C-terminal domain of calmo-
dulin leads to significant levels of catalysis of simple
organic reactions, including Kemp elimination and ester
hydrolysis. These studies took advantage of a pre-existing
cavity to generate a new active site. It is possible, however,
to generate both the cavity and the catalytic residue through
a single mutation that replaces a partially buried hydro-
phobic residue with the reactive residue. This has been
recently demonstrated by us [104] using b-lactamases, the
enzymes responsible for the primary mechanism of resistance
against lactam antibiotics, as scaffolds for engineering
(figure 8). By substituting a partially buried tryptophan
with an aspartic acid residue, a new active site capable of cat-
alysing Kemp elimination and ester hydrolysis was
generated. Interestingly, the new active site did not impair
the antibiotic-degradation activities linked to the ‘old’, natu-
ral active site. Here, we actually tested a large number of

different b-lactamases, including 10 different modern b-lacta-
mases and 13 resurrected Precambrian b-lactamases. While
the minimalist, single-mutation design was successful in
most of the ancestral scaffolds used, it failed in all the
modern b-lactamases tested. X-ray crystallography, NMR-
relaxation studies, molecular dynamics simulations and
experimental binding studies supported that the enhanced
conformational flexibility of ancestral proteins played a cru-
cial role in the generation of the new active site. This
should not come as a surprise. Enzyme catalysis relies to
some substantial extent on the stabilization of the transition
state of the chemical reaction [151]. A single mutation can
introduce a catalytic residue but it is unlikely to lead to a
cavity tailored (i.e. pre-organized) for the transition-state
shape. A flexible scaffold is therefore required to allow sub-
strate and, most important, transition-state binding. Indeed,
it is plausible that conformational flexibility was also a
factor in the successful minimalist design of new activities
on a calmodulin scaffold [149,150]. Calmodulin is in fact
known to be conformationally flexible, as expected from its
biological function, which involves its binding to a wide
diversity of target enzymes [152]. We further elaborate
below on the role of conformational flexibility in the emer-
gence of new enzyme functions.

In a highly influential article, Roy Jensen proposed many
years ago that primordial life probably used limited genetic
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information that coded for a comparatively small number of
proteins and, consequently, that primitive proteins were
promiscuous generalists with broad functionalities [153].
Protein promiscuity requires the capability to bind a diversity
of molecular targets (substrates and transition states) and
it is, therefore, linked to the possibility of populating many
different conformational states. Accordingly, conformational
flexibility/diversity was probably a primordial protein trait
that could have facilitated the de novo generation of
enzyme activities in the first place. Hence, function gener-
ation through single mutations on flexible ancestral protein
scaffolds becomes a plausible scenario for the emergence of
the first enzymes. Some caveats must be noted, however.
The studies summarized in the preceding paragraph targeted
simple reactions for which significant rates can be obtained
by introducing a single catalytic residue. Yet, substantial cat-
alysis for many of the complex chemical reactions of life may
require the cooperation of several active residues and perhaps
cannot be achieved through a single mutation. This is more so
when considering that many of these reactions are extremely
slow in the absence of catalysts, displaying half-lives for the
non-catalysed processes that can in some cases reach thou-
sands and even millions of years [154Q7 ]. It would seem that,
for many chemical reactions, only enormous rate enhance-
ments could have brought the reaction rates to primordial
levels that could impact fitness and could be subject to sub-
sequent enhancement through natural selection. This creates
a kind of catch-22 situation, as it is the highly evolved
enzymes that are expected to be able to produce very large
increases in reaction rate. However, as we discuss below,
the combination of high ancestral temperatures with the con-
tribution of phenotypic mutations may provide an escape
from the paradox.

Many plausible scenarios are consistent with ancient life
being thermophilic, including, for instance, that primordial
life thrived in hydrothermal vents [155] or that the ancient
oceans that hosted life were hot, as supported by analyses
of the isotopic composition of rocks [156]. Most chemical
reactions have high activation energies and are strongly accel-
erated by increases in temperature. As shown by Wolfenden
and co-workers, strong thermal acceleration of the uncata-
lysed chemical reactions of life does indeed occur [154].
Therefore, in a high-temperature primordial environment,
even moderate levels of catalysis could bring reaction rates
to a biologically relevant time scale. As a result, even the
small rate enhancements brought about by ‘poor’ primordial
enzymes may have been of adaptive value and may have
served as starting points for subsequent evolutionary optim-
ization through natural selection.

Errors during protein synthesis (linked to transcription or
translation) occur frequently and lead to the so-called pheno-
typic mutations [157,158]. Phenotypic mutations are not
inherited. Still, it has been proposed that they may play an
evolutionary role through a kind of ‘look ahead’ effect
[159]. That is, they may provide a crucial functional advan-
tage that allows the organism to survive until a functionally
useful mutation occurs at the genetic level. In the context of
the de novo emergence of the new enzyme function, pheno-
typic mutations may alleviate the problems associated with
the need to simultaneously have several residues to achieve
catalysis. As a simple example, assume that two mutations
are simultaneously required to generate enzyme catalysis
for a relevant reaction. One of the mutations could occur at

the genetic level, while the second could appear as a phenoty-
pic mutation in some of the variants generated by protein
synthesis errors. Accordingly, the rate of the reaction will actu-
ally increase, even if the first mutation alone does not generate
catalysis. This will contribute to organismal fitness and to the
spread of the first mutation through the population, thus pro-
viding a stepping stone for the second mutation to actually
appear at the genetic level. This kind of evolutionary mechan-
ism may have been particularly relevant at a very early
evolutionary stage (sometimes referred to as the progenote
stage [160]), when a precise relation between phenotype
and genotype had not been yet established because of the
low accuracy of transcription and translation.

In summary of this section, we hypothesize that the
efficient emergence of new enzymes occurred at a very
early stage of evolution on Earth, and was linked to the
following factors: (i) Conformational flexibility of the (prob-
ably small) primordial proteins facilitated the binding of
different substrates and transition states. (ii) High environ-
mental temperatures enhanced the rates of the future
biochemical reactions and brought their half-lives to a biologi-
cally relevant time scale, in such a way that even the moderate
rate enhancements caused by poor primordial enzymes were
of selective value. (iii) A single mutation at the genetic level
could lead to a new function, either by itself or with the help
of phenotypic mutations, the occurrence of which was greatly
favoured at the early progenote evolutionary stage.

4. Conclusion
In this contribution, we have reviewed a large number of
experimental and computational studies that bear on the
evolution of enzyme function. These studies span a diversity
of protein systems, and cover different evolutionary scen-
arios, including the adaptation of enzymes to specific host
organisms, the emergence of new enzyme functions from
pre-existing functionalities, and the generation of completely
new active sites with enzymatic ability on previously non-cat-
alytic scaffolds. Remarkably, a few common themes and
general notions emerge from these studies, revealing the
essential role of conformational dynamics in enzyme evol-
ution. Specifically, different conformations of residues that
are crucial for catalysis are often observed. Trajectories that
either lead to a new function, or to the fine-tuning of an
old function, typically involve the enrichment of catalytically
competent conformations and/or the freezing out of non-
competent conformations. Such conformational shifts are
often mediated by mutations that are, to a varying degree,
distant from the active site. These can be second shell
mutations that introduce direct interactions with active resi-
dues, or mutations that are more distant from the active
site, but that shift the protein ensemble towards catalytically
productive conformations, or that are involved in evolution-
ary and functionally relevant coupled motions.

Following from this, the evolutionary emergence of new
catalytic functions from pre-existing functions typically
involves multifunctional intermediates that can switch
between different conformations that are each competent
for a given function. Therefore, conformational flexibility/
diversity is the key to multifunctional protein ancestors.

More generally, conformational flexibility/diversity is the
key to enzyme promiscuity, as it allows for the binding of
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different substrates and transition states. This refers to not
only the large-scale structural fluctuations that can be
detected by X-ray crystallography, but also to subtler
phenomena such as, for instance, the electrostatic flexibility
that relaxes the perfect electrostatic pre-organization required
for the highly specific catalysis of a given reaction. Such con-
formational flexibility is also essential to the emergence of a
completely new active site through a single mutation: that
is, a single mutation can generate a catalytic residue, but
cannot, by itself, lead to an active-site cavity that is tailored
for the binding of a specific chemical structure. Confor-
mational flexibility is, therefore, required to allow substrate
and, more importantly, transition-state binding. Finally, this
single mutation mechanism may have played a role in the
emergence of enzymes at the primordial, progenote stage,
when it was plausibly assisted by high environmental

temperatures and the possibility of additional phenotypic
mutations.
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